CAS Amendments to R4: Trans Rights Here! Trans Rights Now!
№

Lines
Tabled by
1 AM-5-10 Miljöpartiet
de gröna

2 AM-14-1 Federation of
Young
European
Greens

Original text
Trans people, people
who do not identify
with the gender they
were assigned at birth,
are often denied these
rights across Europe.

Proposed amendment
Insert from line 4 to 6:
Trans people, people who do not identify with the gender
they were assigned at birth, are often denied these
rights across Europe and reduced to only being

necessary, now more
than ever, to support
trans people and fight
against anti-trans
hostility and violence.

Insert from line 13 to 14:

recognized as "trans" (depriving them of the ability to also
having other parts of their identity, such as sexual identity,
independently recognized).

necessary, now more than ever, to support trans people
and fight against anti-trans hostility and violence. It is
important to affirm and amplify the voices of trans people trans women are women, trans men are men, non-binary is
valid, and trans rights are human rights!
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CAS decision
CAS accepted to add:
and reduced to only being seen as
"trans", depriving them of the ability to
also have other parts of their identity,
including their sexual orientation,
independently recognised.
Accepted

№

Lines
Tabled by
3 AM-27-1 Bündnis
90/Die
Grünen

Original text
Trans people are
facing increased
negative discourse,
prejudice, intolerance
and violence from
conservative right-wing
actors and anti-trans
women’s groups. In
these cases, trans
women are vilified,
trans men are stripped
of agency, and nonbinary people
completely invisiblised.

Proposed amendment
From line 26 to 30:

CAS decision

4 AM-43-1 Die Grünen

being available in
various autonomous
communities of Spain,
discussion on a
national law this year
has been sidelined by
anti-trans discourse
and claims that a
focus on trans issues
erases (cis)women.

Insert from line 42 to 44:

Accepted

CAS agreed to replace to replace current
text with:
Trans people are facing increased negative
Trans people are facing increased negative discourse,
discourse, prejudice, intolerance and
prejudice, intolerance and violence from conservative
right-wing actors and anti-trans women’s groups. In these violence from conservative right-wing actors
and anti-trans groups. Furthermore, the
cases, trans women are vilified, trans men are stripped of
rhetoric of campaigns by anti-trans women’s
agency, and non-binary people completely
groups vilifies trans women, strips trans men
invisiblised.groups. We need joint forces to counter the
of agency and invisibilises non-binary
hostility against trans people. As long as trans rights are
people completely. We need joint forces to
played off against women's rights, right wing forces will
counter the hostility against trans people.
benefit and use it in their fight against gender equality.
As long as trans rights are played off
Women's rights movements and trans rights movements
against women's rights, right wing forces will
must unite to overcome patriarchal structures together.
benefit and use it in their fight against
gender equality. Women's rights movements
and trans rights movements must unite to
overcome patriarchal structures together.

being available in various autonomous communities of
Spain, discussion on a national law this year has been
sidelined by anti-trans discourse and false claims that a
focus on trans issues erases (cis)women.
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№

Lines
Tabled by
5 AM-47-1 GroenLinks

6 AM-50-1 Die Grünen

7 AM-51-1 Esquerra
Verda

Original text
ensure the inclusion of
trans people in
consultation processes
and discussions of laws
and policies which directly
impact them, including by
making sure their voices
are properly represented in
the media;

Proposed amendment
From line 46 to 48:

CAS decision
Accepted

ensure the inclusion of trans people in consultation
processes and discussions of laws and policies which
directly impact them, including by making sure
theirstriving towards a proper representation of trans voices
are properly represented in the media;

implement legal
gender recognition
procedures that are
quick, transparent,
accessible, and based
solely on the selfdetermination of the
person, without age
restrictions;
depathologise trans
identity and ban
conversion therapy;

From line 49 to 52:

accessible, and based
solely on the selfdetermination of the
person, without age
restrictions;

From line 50 to 51:

Accepted

implement legal gender recognition procedures that are
quick, transparent, accessible, affordable, and based
solely on the self-determination of the person, without age
restrictions;
depathologise trans identity and ban conversion therapy;the
practices and promotion of so called "conversion therapy";

Withdrawn

accessible, and based solely on the self-determination
of the person, without age restrictions;;
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№

Lines
Tabled by
8 AM-52-1 Vihreät - De
Gröna

Original text

Proposed amendment
Insert after line 52:
ban forced sterilization of trans people and all other
involuntary medical engagement;
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CAS decision
Accepted

№

Lines
Tabled by
9 AM-54-1 Die Grünen

Original text
Proposed amendment
CAS decision
rights, bodily autonomy Insert after line 54:
Accepted
and informed consent; provide training programs for all medical staff and caregivers
on trans and intersex issues, to ensure a non-discriminating
to goods and services, and sensitised access to the health care system;
and access to housing; ensure that universities and other educational institutions
provide non-discriminatory education and information which
are based on human rights, self-determination, bodily
gender recognition;
autonomy and informed consent, particularly in the fields of
medicine, healthcare, social work, pedagogy, psychology
and ensure its
and therapy;
implementation is
Insert after line 57:
inclusive of trans
take measures to ensure safe school environments for trans
people;
students, teachers and parents, including the
implementation of national trans-inclusive curricula, antidiscrimination measures, teacher trainings and anti-bullying
strategies;
ensure non-discriminatory access to social services which are
based on human rights and self-determination, including
emergency shelters, women's refuges and violence
protection services;
Insert after line 59:
offer support to trans sex workers, including nondiscriminatory access to healthcare, counselling, and legal
gender recognition;
Insert after line 61:
ensure that equal treatment bodies include antidiscrimination on the basis of gender identity, gender
expression and sex characteristics in their work and
gurantee financial resources for the new tasks;
guarantee funding of national and transnational research on
trans issues;
guarantee funding of peer counselling and strengethening
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№ Lines
Tabled by
10 AM-59-1 Groen

Original text

Proposed amendment
Insert a new bullet point after line 59:

CAS decision
Accepted

- provide safe housing to trans asylum seekers, train asylum
officers on trans issues and improve asylum procedures and
base them on self-identification

11 AM-59-2 Europe
Ecologie - Les
Verts

Insert after line 59:

Accepted

train their law enforcement authorities and their justice
personnel to respect gender identities and guarantee that
trans people who receive prison sentences can serve their
sentence in the division for the gender with which they
identify and receive the medical treatment they need;
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